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HOW TO ORDER
Place a check in the box by the titles you would like to receive, then fold, tape, and return to the address on the last page. No postage is required.
Or call 1-800-252-9605 to order.

ADULT FICTION

☐ BT 13358  KEEP YOUR HEAD UP, MR. PUTNAM!  PUTNAM, PETER
☐ BT 13360  ALEXANDER’S BRIDGE  CATHER, WILLA, 1873-1947
☐ BT 13372  IF NOT FOR YOU: A NOVEL  MACOMBER, DEBBIE
☐ BT 13373  TROLL GARDEN AND SELECTED STORIES  CATHER, WILLA, 1873-1947
☐ BT 13376  WITHOUT REMORSE: A JOHN KELLY NOVEL #1  CLANCY, TOM, 1947-2013

JUVENILE FICTION

☐ BT 13352  I LOVE YOU, STINKY FACE  MCCOURT, LISA
☐ BT 13353  ALEXANDER, WHO’S NOT (DO YOU HEAR ME? I MEAN IT!) GOING TO MOVE  VIORST, JUDITH
☐ BT 13357  INSIDE OUT AND BACK AGAIN  LAI, THANHHA
☐ BT 13362  ARTHUR AND THE CRUNCH CEREAL CONTEST  BROWN, MARC TOLON
☐ BT 13363  LOCKED IN THE LIBRARY!  BROWN, MARC TOLON
☐ BT 13364  BLACKBERRY RAMBLE  HURD, THACHER
☐ BT 13366  MARK OF THE THIEF. BOOK ONE  NIELSEN, JENNIFER A.
□ BT 13367  WOLF BROTHER: CHRONICLES OF ANCIENT DARKNESS, BOOK 1    PAVER, MICHELLE
□ BT 13368  HIGHER INSTITUTE OF VILLAINOUS EDUCATION   WALDEN, MARK
□ BT 13369  RUINS OF GORLAN: RANGER’S APPRENTICE, BOOK 1   FLANAGAN, JOHN (JOHN ANTHONY)
□ BT 13371  KEEPER OF THE LOST CITIES; EXILE   MESSENGER, SHANNON
□ BT 13374  MAGYK: SEPTIMUS HEAP, BOOK 1    SAGE, ANGIE
□ BT 13375  SKY RAIDERS: FIVE KINGDOMS, BOOK 1   MULL, BRANDON, 1974-
□ BT 13377  FEELY BUGS TO TOUCH AND FEEL   CARTER, DAVID A.
□ BT 13378  TOUCH AND FEEL BABY ANIMALS
□ BT 13379  NEVER TOUCH A TIGER!    GREENING, ROSIE
□ BT 13381  PEPPA PIG: MY MOMMY
□ BT 13382  VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR   CARLE, ERIC
□ BT 13383  FROM HEAD TO TOE    CARLE, ERIC
□ BT 13384  IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE   NUMEROFF, LAURA JOFFE
□ BT 13385  BROWN BEAR, BROWN BEAR, WHAT DO YOU SEE?   MARTIN, BILL, 1916-2004
□ BT 13386  KINDNESS MAKES US STRONG    BEER, SOPHIE
□ BT 13387  GOODNIGHT MOON   BROWN, MARGARET WISE, 1910-1952
□ BT 13388  I LOVE PETE THE KITTY    DEAN, JAMES, 1957-
□ BT 13390  IF I WERE A HIPPO
□ BT 13391  IF I WERE A MONKEY
□ BT 13393  HUMPTY DUMPTY    YOON, SALINA
□ BT 13395  LITTLE BEE    GIBBS, EDWARD
□ BT 13400  LULU WALKS THE DOGS    VIORST, JUDITH
□ BT 13401 INFAMOUS RATSOS LAREAU, KARA
□ BT 13402 TORNADO BYARS, BETSY CROMER
□ BT 13403 ROSCO THE RASCAL VISITS THE PUMPKIN PATCH GORIAN, SHANA
□ BT 13405 POOH’S FALL HARVEST GAINES, ISABEL
□ BT 13406 ABE LINCOLN AND THE MUDDY PIG KRENSKY, STEPHEN
□ BT 13407 HENRY AND MUDGE AND A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS RYLANT, CYNTHIA
□ BT 13408 FROG AND TOAD ARE FRIENDS LOBEL, ARNOLD
□ BT 13409 MOUNTAIN TOP MYSTERY WARNER, GERTRUDE CHANDLER, 1890-1979
□ BT 13410 BEST FRIENDS FOR FRANCES HOBAN, RUSSELL
□ BT 13413 WALT DISNEY’S 101 DALMATIANS
□ BT 13415 POOH GETS STUCK GAINES, ISABEL
□ BT 13416 LAWN BOY PAULSEN, GARY
□ BT 13417 BOY WHO OWNED THE SCHOOL: A COMEDY OF LOVE PAULSEN, GARY
□ BT 13418 MOVIE STAR MYSTERY: BOXCAR CHILDREN #69 WARNER, GERTRUDE CHANDLER, 1890-1979
□ BT 13419 AMUSEMENT PARK MYSTERY WARNER, GERTRUDE CHANDLER, 1890-1979
□ BT 13420 LULU’S MYSTERIOUS MISSION VIORST, JUDITH
□ BT 13421 ERNIE’S LITTLE LIE ELLIOTT, DAN
□ BT 13422 DON’T CRY BIG BIRD ROBERTS, SARAH
□ BT 13423 ERNIE’S BIG MESS ROBERTS, SARAH
□ BT 13424 HERO TWO DOORS DOWN ROBINSON, SHARON, 1950-
□ BT 13425 COOKCAMP PAULSEN, GARY
□ BT 13426 SAVING WINSLOW CREECH, SHARON
□ BT 13427 DANGER ON MIDNIGHT RIVER PAULSEN, GARY
□ BT 13428 CLASS CLOWN HURWITZ, JOHANNA
| BT 13429     | CLASS PRESIDENT | HURWITZ, JOHANNA |
| BT 13430     | BURTON AND DUDLEY | SHARMAT, MARJORIE WEINMAN |
| BT 13431     | CRICKET IN TIMES SQUARE | SELDEN, GEORGE, 1929- |
| BT 13432     | BECAUSE OF WINN-DIXIE | DICAMILLO, KATE |
| BT 13433     | RAYMIE NIGHTINGALE | DICAMILLO, KATE |
| BT 13434     | BRIAN’S RETURN | PAULSEN, GARY |
| BT 13435     | CLEMENTINE | PENNYPACKER, SARA, 1951- |
| BT 13436     | CHARLOTTE’S WEB | WHITE, E.B. (ELWYN BROOKS |
| BT 13437     | MUDSHARK | PAULSEN, GARY |
| BT 13438     | CYBIL WAR | BYARS, BETSY CROMER |
| BT 13439     | TIME HACKERS | PAULSEN, GARY |
| BT 13441     | BAD BEGINNING | SNICKET, LEMONY |
| BT 13443     | CLEMENTINE, FRIEND OF THE WEEK | PENNYPACKER, SARA, 1951- |
| BT 13445     | HIGHER POWER OF LUCKY | PATRON, SUSAN |

**JUVENILE NON-FICTION**

| BT 13354     | HOW CATERPILLARS TURN INTO BUTTERFLIES | BAILEY, JILL |
| BT 13355     | POLAR MAMMALS | BRIMNER, LARRY DANE |
| BT 13356     | HOW INSECTS WORK TOGETHER | BAILEY, JILL |
| BT 13361     | WHO WAS QUEEN VICTORIA? | GIGLIOTTI, JIM |
| BT 13365     | HOW MONKEYS “TALK” | BANKS, MARTIN |
| BT 13380     | DREAM BIG, LITTLE ONE | HARRISON, VASHTI |
| BT 13389     | BABY’S VERY FIRST TOUCHY-FEELY ANIMALS BOOK | FEARN, KATRINA |
| BT 13392     | ANIMAL NOISES | PEDLEY, JOE |
BABY’S VERY FIRST TOUCHY-FEELY CHRISTMAS BOOK
FEARN, KATRINA

ANIMAL FRIENDS: A TOUCH-AND-FEEL BOOK

ON THE FARM: A TOUCH-AND-FEEL BOOK

ALPHABET PICTURE BOOK  ARROWSMITH, VICKY

SENSESATIONAL ALPHABET BOOK  ROFE, APRIL

JOHNNY APPLESEED: MY STORY  HARRISON, DAVID
L. (DAVID LEE), 1937-

BABE RUTH SAVES BASEBALL!  MURPHY, FRANK, 1966

BARACK OBAMA: OUT OF MANY, ONE  COREY, SHANA

HARRY HOUDINI, ESCAPE ARTIST  LAKIN, PATRICIA

WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS: THE POEMS AND
DRAWINGS OF SHEL SILVERSTEIN  SILVERSTEIN, SHEL

DARE TO DREAM! TWENTY-FIVE EXTRAORDINARY
LIVES  HUMPHREY, SANDRA MCLEOD

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

CROSSOVER  ALEXANDER, KWAME

BOOK THIEF  ZUSAK, MARKUS

CAPTIVE!  PAULSEN, GARY
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